WE’RE HIRING

Award Winning Startup
Social Innovation with Heart
Fun and Laugh
2 roles only - developer - UX
APP and Frontend System Engineer
(full time / intern)

• Graduate in Computer Science, Healthcare Informatics or related fields
• Solid CS fundamentals with good knowledge of APP development on PhoneGap, Ionic, IOS and Android
• Proficient in HTML5, Node.js, AngularJS
• Experience in developing mobile apps or other cloud-based products is a huge plus
• Must be a self-starter who can also work well in a team
User Interface Designer
(full time / intern)

• Expert in Photoshop, Illustrator and Indesign, able to draw well
• Some knowledge of HTML, CSS and jQuery
• Self-starter who is able to break down complex problems and design a variety of solutions
• Good interpersonal skills - passionate, communicative, respects others and has a genuine interest in people
• Fluent in English and loves telling a good story
• Loves to follow and understands global trends, technology and fashion
Act Now

Sent your CV to talent@acesobee.com